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Looks Like Trump Is Planning to Ship Detained Kids to Gitmo.

…this is not a joke or something published by The Onion…this is scary, this is sick, this is totally wrong and it’s not just t___p, Congress just gave t___p and gang a bunch of money and the immigrant children’s welfare was struck from the Bill…who is next? reporters? he hates reporters almost has much as he hates little brown children running from countries we have destroyed…who is next? you? me?…so I have contacted Senator’s; Sanders, Sinema and Harris, the NYT & the WaPo and Human Rights Watch as well, won’t you do your part as well? make phone calls, send emails, it doesn’t hurt, it doesn’t cost that much money, do your part and maybe save lives, thanks…*

…never mind, this story didn’t even last the 24 hour news cycle on the Daily Kos, nobody gives a shit, I am having such a hard time dealing with the fact that nobody cares, it’s like why even bother anymore, who gives a shit?…give me one good reason to continue, just one, I might consider it, maybe…

After secret Border Patrol Facebook page is exposed, AOC tours the border and reports back online
‘Spinelessness’: Schumer and Pelosi Under Fire After Democrats Join GOP to Give Trump $4.6 Billion in Border Funding Without Protections for Children

“Schumer is as much responsible for this as Pelosi… it’s appalling.”


‘Fiasco for Democracy’ as Right-Wing Supreme Court Gives Green Light to Partisan Gerrymandering
Critics call ruling a “nightmare scenario for voting rights” with negative impacts that are “hard to overstate”


This is the end of a dead end road. The senate will not protect the vote or voting rights. The Courts have passed the buck back to the States. Our elections are flooded with outside influence and monies. Warren said she has a plan for this, Sanders wants us to act and both of them are on the outside looking in. 2020 is turning into a joke, a joke on us and it doesn’t matter the party, the color of the party or the mascot, we all suffer. This is no win for the repub’s or a loss for the dem’s, we all loose because it breaks the foundations on what was meant to be a democratic republic. If the dem’s were in power and the repub in the minority the result would be the same. We all loose, we loose our national spirit. Since 2000 the spirit has been under gross attack, 19/20 years, it’s dead.

Is this how American democracy is supposed to work? No it’s not

In an excoriating dissent, Elena Kagan and the supreme court’s liberal justices accused the court’s majority of shirking its constitutional duty


…there is always the question of time stamps…the article above this one from
Commondreams has my comment posted there with a time stamp, I cut and pasted it to this page (with a few minor edits)...now we have this from Justice Kagan, she of course wrote her dissent prior to me posting it now but I did not read it until almost 11pm my time in AZ as noted by the time stamp of this posting...why do I go through all of this? my comment on Commondreams is almost an exact echo of her dissent, so much so that I call attention to it so that you, dear reader, know I am not plagiarizing the Justice...this decision by the Court is, as I said before our collective dead-end, Justice Kagan is absolutely correct in her dissent...here is the ruling from the Court including the dissent [18-422_9oll] here are a few thoughts on patriotism that I posted on a news site on Tuesday the 25th,..

The greatest act of respect is to defend it when attacked either internally or externally and to be in dissent where and when it is in the wrong. Members of my family signed both the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution*, I am so weary from these documents and the ideals they express being abused, contorted and distorted beyond recognition. 19 + years of out right misuse, abuse. This twisting of who and what we were into some aberration of evil have left us lacking in a common identity. If we survive, what will we become? America has always been a dream, an idea. Will that idea come awake from it’s dream? I fear our future is in the hands of fools.

*(please see the 4th of July page & the family tree page)
184 House Republicans just voted against securing elections

So much for the House GOP’s stated concern for safeguarding the political process.

…on the same day of the Supreme Courts decision we have this coming out of the House to move to the Senate where it is D.O.A. according to the republican majority leader…the appearance of a slow moving coup is hard to miss…think not?, prove me wrong…there is nothing more sacred than the vote, it is all we have, everyone of voting age should be offered the opportunity to vote without restrictions, it is a matter of inclusion, everyone must be included…that is not the case today, this cornerstone of our Republic is being crushed by every available force that the republicans can find, outside monies and influence, voter suppression and an insecure voting apparatus…again, the very foundations of our representative democratic republic are being laid to waste…Madison warned us in Federalist Paper #10 of what would happen if we became ruled by factions, we didn’t pay attention, we all loose, a loss/loss for everyone…suppression, repression, oppression, tyranny…

“…how many times can you wake up in this comic book and plant flowers?…”

Sixto